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Neighboring Food Co-ops Join 150
Co-operative Leaders at the White House
by Erbin Crowell, NFCA Executive Director

(Monday, May 14th 2012) – The
Neighboring Food Co-op Association
(NFCA) was among 150 co-operative
leaders who gathered recently with top
policymakers at the White House to
discuss how their organization spurs
economic growth. The White House
Community Leaders Briefing is a weekly
program that provides a unique opportunity for community leaders to have a
dialogue with the White House about
issues that are affecting their communities, as well as to ensure that they are
well informed about government policies
and programs and how they can use or
maximize these resources.

The May 14th event, organized by
the National Cooperative Business
Association (NCBA), included a briefing by senior Obama Administration
officials and breakout sessions where
co-operative leaders met with members of the Administration to discuss
small business development, job creation, agricultural programs and financial co-operatives.
“Our food co-ops have an important
story to tell in terms of our impact on
jobs, community ownership and local
food systems,” said Erbin Crowell,
executive director of the NFCA and a
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New Chapter Merges with Procter & Gamble:
or Another One Bites the Dust
by Kate Arnold, Supplement Co-Manager

New Chapter was started in 1982 in Brattleboro,
Vermont, by its founders Paul and Barbi Schulick, with a
mission to bring “the healing value of nature’s botanicals
into people’s lives.” The company has built a strong business on the premise that it delivers natural, quality, and
organic supplemental food, not chemical or synthetic food
supplements.
In a message to their employees, The Schulicks said
this about the P & G merger:

“Beginning in the spring of 2010, New Chapter initiated a capitol raising process, as we have many
times before. We were seeking the next level of
resources to continue fueling the expansion of our
mission..... As we contemplated this possibility, taking on a strong partner, one with broad international

presence, became a very intriguing thought, a potential exponential mission expander, as well as an
opportunity to satisfy the long-term investments
of our loyal shareholder base.....But we wondered
whether we could possibly find a partner who could
understand us and uphold our mission, a company
that would work with us in a way that would resonate with our values. This was a tall order, but we
believe we have done it.....
“We will be honest with you, when we were first
approached by Procter & Gamble, we had our own
host of fairly entrenched stereotypical attitudes
about giant corporations. Attitudes, I’m sure, many
of you share. It would seem, on the outside, that
CONTINUE ON PG 3

Did you know that issues of The Bullsheet &
Learning Exchange are available electronically?
• Website: www.buffalomountaincoop.org
(current and back issues available)

• Via e-mail: sign up for our mailing list at our website or at
the register
• Facebook & Twitter: “like” or “follow” us and receive links

to the current issue

Egg-citing/Egg-xasperating Info
or From the Hen’s…Mouth?
by Egg Coordinator Lori Leff

I have had the pleasure of being the ‘Egg
Coordinator’ for the last eight years or so. Mine is a
department of ever-shifting supply and demand. This
shiftiness, no doubt, causes some confusion and
disappointment among our shoppers, so I thought it
time to explain the egg lowdown:
We offer organic local eggs. Sometimes there is a
choice of local commercial ones too. All eggs are
labeled by farm, organic or not, and date laid. Some
of our producers have organic certification. The
really small farms don’t usually invest in that process
with its costly continual re-certification. When the
Coop accepts eggs as organic, we are certain that the
hens have and are being fed organic grain, are freeranging for their bugs and grubs and greens and that
they receive no hormones or antibiotics.
All things have their season: eggs are no exception.
When the sun gains hours and intensity (obvious by
the vernal equinox), the chickens respond by
producing more. This is the time when everyone and
his fourth cousin want to sell his/her extra
wonderful, organic eggs to the Coop. This is also the
time of year when our regular producers, on whom we
have relied all the long winter, have a surplus too. SO
MANY EGGS! At this time, like clockwork, you’ll hear

me encouraging people to make soufflés, quiches,
frittatas, and French toast (using up the surplus
bread too, also my department), to eat eggs boiled
and scrambled, poached and fried. When Nature
provides the bounty all we need do is accept
graciously, don’t you think? And by the way, have
you ever tried flan?
Then there is the dark time. We all feel it
creeping over us: late fall, when we hunker down in
our nests, sleep more, and when we rise, huddle
round the fire (or the Coop aisle) to reminisce about
green pastures and good bugs gone by. It’s a quiet
time for the girls. If farmers don’t leave a light
burning, the hens would sleep most of the time (or
gossip—even worse). Just when we are preparing for
Thanksgiving and Christmas baking, the Coop has its
smallest egg production time. That is when you’ll see
Pete and Gerry’s organic eggs here. They’re a largescale operation, reasonably local, in Monroe NH.
Perhaps autumn is the best time of year to
experiment with going vegan…at least until spring…
Thanks for your continued support.
Break an egg!
Lori

Did you know…. Fresh eggs that have been hard-boiled don’t peel as
easily as eggs that are a week or more old? Check the date on the box
to see when the eggs were packed which is usually the day or two after
they were laid. If fresh eggs are all you have – thoroughly crack the
surface of the hard-boiled egg and let it sit in cool water for 10-15
minutes and they will be easier to peel !!!!

PROCTER & GAMBLE CONT.
merging with a large entity like Procter & Gamble
would not be ideal for a progressive, innovative
entrepreneurial company like New Chapter.....
Procter & Gamble’s investment in New Chapter is a
testament to the fact that the largest consumer
goods company in the world recognizes the power of
nature’s healing and believes in its promise to transform global health and wellness.....We look forward
to advancing natural supplementation for optimal
health and wellness for the benefit of all.”

diet, that no one would be in need of any
supplements. Even farmers “supplement” their soil.
We will continue to be open to finding another company to replace some of the New Chapter
product line and are open to any suggestions you
may have. We will be keeping a watchful eye on any
changes in the product that may adversely affect
the quality in any way and welcome feedback.

Many of you have voiced concerns about the Procter
& Gamble merger. We too have concerns. The coop has
long tried to avoid many of the multinational corporations
that produce “natural foods”. Many of the companies
that we have loved, some of them local, have been bought
by these larger companies: Annie’s, Ben and Jerry’s,
Liberté, Burt’s Bees, Tom’s of Maine to name a few.
Sometimes there is an obvious alternative, some-times
not. The truth is, that we have not found a company that
even comes close to producing a product with similar
standards to New Chapter. In a perfect world, we would
all be eating such a wonderfully balanced and nutritious

Submissions for the Bullsheet and
Learning Exchange
Post an interesting workshop or event
Write a poem or article; interview a long-time member or staff member;
offer a recipe or health tidbit; share a coop-related story or anecdote.
Submissions for Fall Issue are due September 5th
Estimated print date for Fall Issue is September 21st
Send submissions to Bullsheet@buffalomountaincoop.org

Discount Proposal
by Discount Committee

Nearly 4 months ago the Coop staff formed a committee to evaluate the discount structure and research
other coops’ discount policies. We invited members to
join and had a few sit-in on meetings or offer their input at the register; we visited websites and called other coops to discuss the evolution of their discounts
over the years; looked at the store’s sales and discount
data over the last few years. We took all of this information and created our first of a half dozen versions
of the proposal and presented it at a staff meeting.
After much discussion and having the proposal sent
back to committee twice we began to zero in on a proposal that might pass consensus.
Finally, The Collective asked the Discount Committee to get feedback from the membership, particularly
the working and senior members, who would be most
impacted by the changes. We already have volunteers
making calls to our more than 500 senior members and
nearly 100 working members. You need not wait for
the call, please give us your thoughts in writing, email
or directly to a staff member as you feel moved. We
will use this feedback to polish the proposal to get approval from The Collective and finally the Board.
The following is the proposal for changes to the
discount structure. Again, we invite your feedback:
o

o

o

o

Working Member requirement would be raised
to 2 hours/adult/month to get the 10% discount
(currently it is only 1 hour)
Non-member senior discount would change
from 10% to 2% – the same discount we offer
to members of other coops.
Member seniors would be required to pay dues
annually (currently 2/3 do so voluntarily).
Senior Members would get an automatic 5%
discount on their purchases and a 10% if
they work 1 hr/adult /month (half the
proposed working member requirement)
Recent discussions with our senior members has
brought up the suggestion that at around age
70 seniors would automatically get their 10%
discount with no working hours required.
Need-based discount would be created for
those members of the Coop who need financial
assistance in the form of a 10% discount.
Hunger Mountain, City Market, and several
other coops have similar programs. We are still

researching the eligibility and responsibility piece.
Why change anything?
Sixty isn’t that old –it seemed that way when the senior age was set back in the 1970s by founding members
in their 20s and 30s. It was also a marketing tactic to
get local “elderly” people in the store and breakdown
some of the generational barriers that existed at the
time. Baby boomers are turning 60. Currently 1/3 of our
members are over 60. The total store growth last year
was ~7% and the total senior discount given out grew
~13%.
After researching working-member programs at other
coops in the area and the country we realized that our
working member benefit was higher than most and the
work requirement significantly lower than most. In many
cases a working member is getting “paid” more than the
staff.
Example: 2 adults spending $500/month on
groceries is currently only required to work 2
hours per month to get 10% off. These members
would get $50 for 2hr of work = $25/hr! Not to
mention that a paid staff member often has to
supervise or take time out to create the work
opportunity and provide on the spot training
We realize that our system for matching workingmembers with appropriate tasks is inefficient and will be
implementing a more organized working member program, creating work opportunities that provide training,
a several month commitment, chances to work out in the
community, from home or independently in the store.
You will start to see “job descriptions” in the Bullsheet, bulletin board and monthly e-mails. We hope you
will take advantage of these opportunities, as we believe
it will help the store operate more efficiently and allow
for more meaningful involvement in the Coop community.
In changing the discount we hope to redistribute the
savings to people who need it and offer more sales and
special programs that would benefit all of our members
Thank you in advance for your feedback. You can send
us an email at discount@buffalomountaincoop.org
Discount Committee
David Allen, Kate Arnold, Rachel Davey & Debra Wilson

Untitled
By Physllis Rachel Larrabee

Last night’s rain
lingers
on the fingers
of maple and beech leaves
beads on strawberries
and their leaves
snuggling close to the Earth
and blue forget-me-nots
blooming in the rain
all
agreeing
(with Mae West)
that too much of a good thing
can be
wonderful.

The bottom of your
receipt has some very
interesting information……
MEMBER # 007
MEMBER SALE (DISCOUNT 10%)
As a member/Owner you saved $20.30
Worker Discount expires: July 5th 2012
$43.77 (22%) of your items purchased
came from LOCAL sources

The LOCAL feature is new and we are
still in the process of entering all the
local data into the computer….so over
time you will see that number grow!!!

Tales From the Barnyard, or;
What Is Biochar anyway?
by Olive

"Biochar is a term I have heard of tossed around organic farming
and gardening circles, and as I knew nothing about it, I decided it
was time to find out. I called on Hart Brent and her partner Michael
who are making it at Green Fire Farm where they live in Peacham.
There's no interrupting a farmer on an early June day, so Michael
patiently answered my questions as I followed him around the barnyard. The timing was perfect because just as I got there, he was
loading the manure spreader, adding biochar into the mix as he filled
it. I could see that it was dark, like very rich soil, and crumbly without being dry, like aged compost. Michael explain-ed as he worked
that the biochar brings beneficial micro-organisms to the soil. It
has a capacity to hold water and release carbon as it balances the pH
of the soil, stabilizing it for almost two thousand years. In a nutshell, it improves the fertility cycle of the soil instead of either just
maintaining it, or worse, playing the fertility out.
Before we hitched up the oxen, we took a look at the oven set up
that makes the biochar. First, soft wood is put into the wood chamber, and then in a controlled burn without oxygen, the heat is raised
to the right temperature so the wood bakes. The off gasses fuel
the firebox, and the moisture escapes into a flue. When it is done,
what you have left is charcoal. The charcoal is ground up in a shredder, and then mixed with combination of pig compost, worm casting,
and a Japanese inoculant. Hart's homemade essences are added to
each batch; one of mist, one of basalt, and one of crystal quartz.
The essences introduce the elementals into the finished product.
This practice is similar to the principles of biodyamics, created by
Rudolph Steiner.
This was a lot of information to take in, so at this point I stepped
back and watched Michael work with the oxen. He spoke softly to
Will and Abe, or Willing and Able, as he gently backed them up to the
spreader hitch. In order to attach the draw line to the oxbow, he
knelt down between their huge ponderous heads with horns attached,
right next to their hooves, and clicked it into place. It was an awesome sight. Michael's motions were sure and unhurried, and the oxen
stood there, alert, waiting for his next command. They knew each
other, they trusted each other, and they worked together to get the
job done. Off we went to spread the magic mixture on the hay field.
Michael and Hart have been using their prototypes on their own
pastures and gardens, and have been able to harvest enough produce
and fodder to feed their livestock all winter. They plan to have the
finished product ready for sale by this summer. If you would like to
try some, check their website at vermontbiochar.com, and then stand
back and watch things grow. ☺

The Coop now carries biochar – it can be found in the middle aisle
near the register!

“Homeland Security”
by Frey Ellis

We are engaging in true homeland security
here at the Coop. Our produce and freezer
departments are going to be full of local produce like
never before. We should have a steadier supply of
local fruits and veggies between “Project Preserve”
and the changes I have made to how we purchase
from our local growers. Now we have multiple
growers signed up for all the crops that can be
possibly grown here. This will also allow us to have
access to a larger range of growers. Instead of
depending on a half dozen or so, we are going to be
working with at least 20 growers within a 25-mile
radius of the Coop. We also have access to Deep Root
Organic Farmers Coop (which a few of our growers
are members of) and Black River Produce; both of
them can bring us crops from other parts of the
state and the region.
One of our growers, Shirley Paire, is
struggling to keep up with the demands of the farm
after the passing of her husband this past winter.
She would appreciate any help, so give her a call to
arrange a time to go there and pitch in (563-3399).
Her blueberries could really use some weeding and
mulching. As you are reading this, we will be enjoying
the coveted, sweetness of fresh strawberries from
Shirley’s farm.
Project Preserve has become a reality and we
now have local, organic, frozen spinach available at
the Coop year round. Our first batch of spinach from
Blackwell Roots has sold out and our second batch,
from Hazendale Farm, is completed and being stored
at the Food Venture Center (FVC). There are 10oz.
packs available and the Café has a good supply of 1lb.
and 3lb. bags for the winter. Hazendale will also have
10oz. packs at their farm stand this summer. We are
intending to process some more spinach this fall for
the Coop, if needed, and for Claire’s Restaurant.
There are a few kinks that will need to be worked
out for the next time, especially communication
between all the parties involved. We had to scramble
at the last minute to come up with a labor force to
process the spinach with the FVC’s crew. A big shout
out goes to Deb Wilson, Rachel Davey, and Annie
Gaillard for stepping up to help. I would like to thank

Annie Gaillard and Annie Rowell pack our second batch of
cooked spinach into freezer bags at the Food Venture Center –
look for it in the freezer section.

Packaged, labeled and ready to go

The spinach is stored in the freezer at the Food Venture
Center until we need it at the Coop.

the hardworking staff at the FVC for making this
happen. They have been incredibly helpful with our
experimental project. I don’t know of any other
Coop who is engaging in an endeavor such as this, so
we are in uncharted water. The Neighboring Food
Coops organization is processing local produce, but
it is for wider distribution. We will probably be
acquiring goods from them that we can’t process
ourselves. Considering the learning curve we were
faced with, it was a successful go around. Sometime
in late August or early September, we will be
processing tomatoes. We will have canned, diced
tomatoes and tomato paste. We are looking for a
crew of volunteers for future processing. Alan
Gagnon is committed to being involved, but we will
need at least 5 or 6 more folks able to be available
this summer and fall. I am in the process of figuring
out how we can incorporate everyone who wants to
be involved. Other crops we intend to do this season
are broccoli and possibly fruit juice concentrates.
It would be great to have frozen peas, beans, and
corn, but the FVC doesn’t have the equipment to
process those crops. This might not stop us from
using our Café kitchen to preserve some smaller
batches of veggies. So we would definitely need
many hands to make it work, but it would feel more
like being at home.
For those of you who couldn’t make it to our
past Annual Meeting, we had a lively discussion
about transitioning our produce department to being
100% local. I was able to present the concept and
receive immediate feedback from about thirty of
us. It felt like we engaged in true democracy. There
were many well thought out ideas and reservations
about how we should proceed with this concept.
Again, this is uncharted water that is proving to be
challenging to navigate. So a survey will be available
this summer to help shape this proposal for a
potential vote by the membership next year.
True food security is only secure if our food
system is sustainable. I don’t know of any food
system in this country that is completely selfsufficient. Is that even possible in this day and age?
There are many folks that are striving to make this
happen, but it seems that humans will only make
change when we absolutely have to. Do we need to
run out of fossil fuels completely before we decide
to find alternatives to using plastics, tractors, and
all the necessary evils? What will this Earth look

like if we did run out? Why do we engage in activities
that harm the Earth? Why do we use so much
plastic? I feel it’s because we can or it’s profitable.
Plastics are involved in every aspect of agriculture,
from seed production to your plate. Along with
nuclear radiation, plastics are the most toxic legacy
that we could leave for future generations. Where
would we be if we didn’t question our actions? There
are many more questions to be asked and much more
to be answered that are beyond the scope of this
Bullsheet article. I encourage us all to invoke our
inner child and constantly ask why and then maybe
we’ll make change before we are forced to. Now that’s
what I call Homeland Security!
Peace Y’all

Untitled
by Phyllis Rachel Larabee

Wading into the lake
green water colors
tickling my knees
I look down
Where had the morning fish
gone?
To another pier?
another cove?
to the bellies of loons
In love?
and looking down again
saw finger painted
in the waters
fine silver birch trees
wriggling
like dancers of beledi.
And
oh
one fish appeared
too small
to be caught
but I’m large enough
and the fish caught me.

Coop Pricing:
A Historical Perspective
by Annie Gaillard, Grocery Co-Manager

Thanks to our members for
filling out the survey this spring.
We always wonder how we are
doing - mostly our feedback is that
folks still come in to shop with
smiles on their faces! We are
always open to suggestions or
questions at any time
One theme that came up was
prices. So I want to take a moment
and try to address that in this
article.
I have worked here for 27
years - more if you count the time
subbing. It has been an interesting
evolution. When this movement
first got started the term
"organic" had not really come into
being - it was "natural". But we
were farming organically; there
was just not a label for it like
there is today. Many of our
founding members helped create
this movement - from just plain
starting to farm/garden without
the
chemicals,
to
forming
organizations like the Northeast
Organic
Farming
Association
(NOFA). Folks would go off in
their VW buses or trucks to
Boston to get produce and
assorted other places to get other
staples (there used to be a flour
mill in the Richmond, VT area).
There was no storefront - it was
all buying clubs with a list of about
25 things printed monthly in the
Green Mountain Trading Post. In
1975 Buffalo Mountain opened its
doors. It was NOT the first coop
to do so, but it was one of the
first.
After a few years of more
coops opening their doors around
New England, The Northeast Fed-

eration of Coops (NEFCO) came into
being which was our first sort of
warehouse for product. It later
morphed into Northeast Cooperatives - first located in Boston and
later moving to Brattleboro. Think of
that - all the coops in New England
co-owning their own distribution
warehouse! At that time all the
prices were the same for every coop.
As it slowly evolved in basic business
practices the term "economies of
scale" became the norm. If you are
big enough to buy a pallet of juice it

costs less. Smaller stores had to
split pallets and got charged more
per case. This happened throughout the grocery industry and is why
many Mom and Pop stores went
under as the chain stores, capable
of buying in volume, out-competed
them
on
price.
Northeast
Cooperatives tried to keep the
playing field fairly level, but it just
kept creeping in, as stores in larger
metropolitan areas got bigger. At
one point Ellen Bresler (formerly
from the Plainfield Coop and now
one of our regular Saturday
employees) and myself formed the

Association of Small Coops to
address this problem. We met with
reps from the manufacturers and
split the pallets between all our
stores and Northeast Cooperatives
agreed to drop them, split up, to
each coop. It was a lot of work with
monthly meetings around the state
to organize it. But it was worth it.
Enter ENRON into the equation! Seriously. Northeast Cooperatives was growing and needed a
new warehouse. The banks gave
them the green light and at the
final stage of it all- when you get
that final loan to actually fill the
warehouse - ENRON happened and
all banks stopped loaning anything
until the financial dust settled.
Northeast
was
forced
into
bankruptcy and United Naturals- a
publicly
traded
coast-to-coast
wholesaler- bought it up.
So here we are now. We can't
collectively buy product with our
small coops and get it dropped to
each store. We are too small to join
the National Food Coop Association
to get their deals (notice the Cooperative Advantage signage at places
like Hunger Mountain and City Market- that is what buying together
can do). So we muddle along with
what we have.
At Buffalo Mountain, each department does it a bit differently. I
co-manage the grocery and dairy
departments, so I will speak to the
pricing there. We are signed up with
United Naturals for a bit of a sale
deal, so that is when you see my
little sticky notes around the store.
The juices are all on sale all the
time and that is why the shelf looks
a little empty at times as I didn't

order enough when it was on sale (juice is not
always on sale at the warehouse). The suggested retail price for juice not on sale averages
over $5, so I just wait. Members can always
order a case if they have to have a certain
variety when it is not on sale.
Dairy is pretty much sold at cost - the price
is just enough to cover costs so that when a
working member gets their discount, we will not
lose money. This low mark up is pretty standard
in the grocery industry - called loss leaders - it
is used to draw people into your store to get a
gallon of milk at say $2.99 - knowing that most
folks will pick up other things at the regular
markup.
The economy and the buying up of the
natural food industry by big corporations, has
also had an impact on our prices. We used to be
offered what is called a case stack deal. You
agree to buy a certain number of cases at once
and you can get a deal. I have watched the case
amounts go from 5 to 10 to 25 cases as their
minimum amount to qualify. Obviously we have
not been able to do that anymore on a lot of
brands. And since the economy has gotten a bit
shaky many companies are not even offering
their product on sale anymore. That is why most
of what we have been offered on sale is all the
larger companies who can take a little hit to
increase their market share. It is all very sad
to watch, but it makes me work all the harder
to encourage the local thing. Talk to me if you
are wondering what niche needs filling and you
are dying to make a business filling it!
So that is our pricing in a nutshell. We will
never be able to compete with the big guys, but
if you factor in the time and cost spent driving
to the further away places, we do pretty well.
Remember you can always make a special order
and save money by buying a whole case or bag of
something.
I/we LOVE the positive feedback we get
about how we have kept to our ideals, and for
many - even those who are just visiting or are
regular summer members - we are their
favorite coop. It is an honor to work here thanks for helping make it happen.
cheers....Annie

Jeudevine Music School presents:

Caspian Lake BEATLEMANIA
Summer Music Day Camps!
“Across the Universe” - Sing-along, Play-along, Strum-along Camp.
June 25-29. Learn the words and music to your favorite Beatles songs!
Learn the basics of strumming a guitar!
“Penny Lane” - Steelband and Parade Camp. July 2-6. Learn to play a
really great Beatles tune on steelpan!
“Eleanor Rigby and More!” - Sing-along, Strum-along and Bow-along
Camp! July 16-20. Violin and cello players learn Beatles string
arrangements; others will learn lyrics, sing and strum.
The camps run from 9:30am to 2:30pm, M-F. Tuition $175/week; some
discounts available. Includes group and private music instruction, art
activities, beach swim, picnic and ice-cream cone break. Located at
Caspian Lake Grange, Greensboro. Pre-registration is essential for this
program to be possible! Call 472-5913 today!!

Hardwick
Community Dinner
Every Thursday 12-1
United Church in Hardwick
Open to the public.
Donations needed!
Did you know…..
Community Dinner receives on average $15 in donations
per week and between food and rent it costs over
$50 per week to put the dinner on!
Please give what you can to this wonderful event
so it can keep happening.
See you there!

Open Space
yoga~movement~wellness
classes for community health and healing
located on the 2nd floor of the Hardwick Inn

www.openspacevt.blogspot.com

Monday
6-8 pm Tarot For Life - Sherri Gelbus
this is a 6 week wkshop starts 6/25-7/30

Tuesday
10–11:30 am Iyengar Yoga - Annegret
3:30 – 5:30 pm Kids Dance – Joni Calcagni
6-7:30 pm Anusara Yoga - Margaret Pitkin

Wednesday
7 - 8 pm Zumba- Justine Young

Thursday
5:30-7 pm Hatha Yoga – Sophia Smith

Friday
7 - 8 am Zumba- Justine Young

Sunday
5-7 pm Community Yoga – Izza and Amy

Special Events
Sun. 6/17, 3-5pm Wellness Wkshop :
“Tarot as a Life Tool” – Sherri Gelbus

The Learning Exchange is a place for community members to post fundraisers and skill or information sharing
events that are free, by donation or charging only for materials. If you have an event you would like to post
please send an email to LEX@buffalomountaincoop.org

FATIGUE IN MEN AND WOMEN:
Basic Ropes & Knots 101
5 Tips to Optimal Energy
How many times have you struggled
Join Dr Thauna Abrin for an interactive discussion on how to reach
your optimal health and energy.
Learn about the interaction between
the adrenal, thyroid, ovary and pancreas as they relate to energy and
vitality in both men and women.
Could low thyroid, low adrenal reserves or your diet be the cause of
your fatigue? In this talk, you will
learn how to identify the cause of
your low energy and tips to enhance
your energy.
Who: Dr Thauna Abrin, a
naturopathic doctor
When: Wed July 18th 5-6:30pm
Where: Hardwick Mem. Bldg 2nd flr
Cost: Free - Please RSVP at 802472-9355wellness@drthauna.com

to untie a knot? James Teuscher will
teach you some simple and very useful knots for tying canoes on top of
Subarus, lashing cargo and binding
things up securely. Attendees will
master the square knot, clove hitch,
figure-eight, splicing a three part
line and many others.
Who: James Teuscher
When: July 8th 10am
Where: White Water Gallery, E
Hardwick
Cost: by donation. Money will go to
support various local organizations

GLUTEN SENSITIVITY:
Is This the Diet for You?

Is the gluten sensitivity trend real
or just a fad? Who should follow a
gluten-free diet? Dr Thauna Abrin
HOW TO DETOX YOUR BODY: will discuss the symptoms of gluten
Liver and Colon Cleansing for sensitivity as it relates to both children and adults. Learn to recognize
the Summer
the digestive, hormonal and vitamin
Join Hardwick's new Naturopathic
deficiency symptoms associated with
Doctor, Thauna Abrin for an informative talk on how to prepare a liver gluten sensitivity. You will leave this
class understanding why and where
and colon-cleansing program to incto order a gluten sensitivity test to
rease your energy, lose weight and
balance your hormones. We will dis- confirm a diagnosis and how to start
the gluten-free diet. This is the
cuss safe and effective detoxification methods, including the Master perfect class for those with ADD,
learning delays, digestive issues,
cleanse, juice-fasting, herbs and
fatigue, or thyroid disease.
colonics. Come with questions and
Who: Dr Thauna Abrin, a
leave with handouts and recipes!
naturopathic doctor
Who: Thauna Abrin N.D.
th
When: Wed August 1st 5-6:30pm
When: Wed July 11 5-6:30pm
nd
Where: Hardwick Mem. Bldg 2nd flr Where: Hardwick Mem. Bldg 2 flr
Cost: Free - Please RSVP at 802Cost: FREE RSVP 802-472-9355
472-9355 wellness@drthauna.com
wellness@drthauna.com

5th Annual Community
Wellness Gathering
A networking event to inform and
empower each other and ourselves
so we may remain and become whole
and healthy. There will be workshops all day on Health and Wellness; including Social Action, Homeopathy, Herbalism, Acupuncture,
Energy Healing, Yoga and more!
Childcare options and children's
workshops! (please pre-register)
Barter Faire! Bring what you would
like to trade for other homemade,
homegrown goodies!
Where: Wheelock Mtn Farm
When: Sat August 18th 10-4
Cost: Sliding scale $10-$30
For questions, directions, or
schedule visit our website at
wheelockmtnfarm.wikispaces.com or
to pre-register for childcare call
Emily 533-9929 or purdygood@vtlink.net

Cob Experience Share
Come learn how to make cob for
your own cob cottage! I am not an
expert but I can share the opportunity to see a real cob house in construction without committing to
build your own structure.
Who: Jackson
When: Sat July 14th 9am
Where: Pete’s Greens - Craftsbury
Cost: free

People’s Potluck
Open to all. Dishes usually include
but are not limited to local foods.
When: Second Twosday of the
month at 6pm 7/10, 8/14, 9/11
Where: Wheelock Mtn Farm
wheelockmtnfarm.wikiplaces.com

Peace of Earth Farm
Work Days
Join us rain or shine. Each work day
includes a Farm tour- check out our
experiments and results from two
years of no-till farming; WorkHelp us to do some sheet mulching
or terracing and learn the process;
Food- Enjoy a meal with us at the
end of the day. Learn about sheet
mulching by helping us create growing beds on our farm in Albany.
Sheet mulching utilizes layers of
mulch and manure to turn lawn into
garden space without tilling. Please
come prepared to handle mulch and
manure. If you have an extra fork
or shovel please bring it along.
July 21st: Terracing
August 18th: Sheet Mulching
September 15th: Sheet Mulching
Who: Frey and Rebecca
When: Every third Saturday 1-5pm
Where: 43 W. Griggs Rd off of Rt
14, 4 miles north of Albany village
Cost: Free
Please RSVP 755-6336 or visit
peaceofearthfarmalbany.wordpress.com

Fermentation Festival
A day of hands on workshops for
everything fermented!! Miso, krauts,
kim chi, kombucha, beer, mead….join
the revival!! Meet your local fermenting
folks! For more info check out

wheelockmtnfarm.wikispaces.com or
write to swapsisters@gmail.com
with comments or questions
Where: Wheelock Mtn Farm
When: Sunday September 9th 10-4
Cost: Sliding scale $10-$30

Natural Skin Care
Who doesn’t want radiant, healthy
skin? Join this hands-on workshop
covering natural skin care and learn
to make your own lotions and
toners. Participants will leave with
recipes for their own skin care
products. Registration is required
for this workshop.
Who: Amela Hall has studied with
various renowned herbalists and
has lovely skin.
When: Thurs Aug 9th 6-8pm
Where: Open Space or Café??
Cost: $2 members/$5 non-members.

Pie Making Workshop
The crust is the foundation of any
pie. Learn how to make a tasty and
beautiful single or double crust pie
and fill it with seasonally available
fruits and vegetables. Sample the
pies made in this workshop and
leave with a slice or two to take
home. Registration is required for
this workshop.
Who: Cheryl Hartt, Coop Café baker
When: Thursday Sept 20th 6-8pm
Where: Coop Cafe
Cost: $2 members/$5 non-members.

Honor Hiroshima Day:
Paper Cranes for Peace
What is Hiroshima Day? How can
we honor the lessons learned so
many years ago? We will spend a
quiet afternoon folding 1000 paper
cranes, reading the story Sadako
and the Thousand Paper Cranes.
Finished paper cranes will hang in
the café for the month of August.
This activity is not suitable for
children under the age of 6.
Who: Deborah Hartt – coop staff
When: Sunday August 5th 1-4pm
Where: Co-op Cafe
How Much: donations accepted and
will go to the Sage Alliance: Org-

anizing Non-violent Direct Action to
Shut Down Vermont Yankee sagealliance.net

Meal Planning for Busy
Families & Picky Eaters

You come home at the end of the
day and you, and everyone else in
the house is hungry! Next thing you
know its pizza night….again. There
has got to be a way to eat healthy
all week. In this class we will do
some prep and sampling, discuss
time saving and meal planning tips,
Roll Another One creative substitutions for those
Thai Vietnamese Fresh
picky eaters and smuggling veggies
Spring Rolls
into almost anything. Recipes will
These rolls are made with Rice
be pro-vided but please bring your
Paper Wrappers are NOT fried and own tried and true recipes and tips
contain various combinations of
to share. Registration is required
rice noodles, fresh veggies and
for this workshop.
herbs. In this class we’ll make
Who: Rachel Mother of a picky 22 dipping sauces, then roll, roll, roll year-old and former Coop Café
another one and enjoy. Registration Manager
is required for this workshop
When: Wed July 18th 6-7:30pm
Who: Kate Arnold
Where: Coop Café
When: Monday July 16th 7-8:30pm Cost: $2 members/$5 non-members
Where: Co-op Café
Cost: $5 members/$10 non-members

Where the Buffalo
Roam Photo
Project

In this first-ever Preserve Issue you will find:
Events and workshops on Food Preservation
RECIPES, RECIPES, RECIPES!!!!
Helpful tips and information on preserving your harvest.

Here’s a fun project for the family.
Next time you are traveling to a
fun location (close-to-home or far
away), bring your Buffalo Mountain
bag, shirt, mug, etc with you.
Feature the item in a group photo or
by itself. Alternatively you can take
a picture of a buffalo-related site
Send your best pictures to us at:
buffalo@buffalomountaincoop.org
and we will post them on our website
in the “Where the Buffalo Roam”
slideshow

Send you recipes and event/workshop information to
bullsheet@buffalomountaincoop.org
or drop off your information at the coop.

Board Meetings

First Fridays in Hardwick

3rd Tuesday of the Month 7pm

July 6th, August 3rd, Sept 7th

please contact a board member
if you would like to attend

Collective Staff Meetings
1st Wednesday of the month 7pm
please contact a staff member
if you would like to attend

Roll Another One – Thai
Vietnamese Fresh Spring Rolls
Monday July 16th 7-8:30pm
Coop Café

Hardwick Community Dinner

Hiroshima Day:
Paper Cranes for Peace

Thursdays 12-1
United Church, Hardwick

Sunday August 5th 1-4
Coop Cafe

Natural Skin Care
Thursday August 9th 6-8pm
Open Space

Meal Planning for Busy
Families and Picky Eaters
Wednesday July 18th 6-7:30pm
Coop Café

Pie Making Workshop
Thursday September 20th 6-8
Coop Cafe

Coconut Curry with Cashews
4T butter or coconut oil
1 medium onion finely chopped
2 garlic cloves, minced
1” grated fresh ginger
1 t cumin
3T curry
2 t salt
½ t cayenne
¼ c finely chopped cilantro
1- 14oz can or 1½ c diced tomatoes
4 diced chicken breast or 2 blocks diced tofu
¾ c cashews
1 can coconut milk
Saute butter, onions, garlic, and ginger for about 5 minutes. Add curry powder,
salt, cumin, and cayenne and cook, stirring, 2 minutes. Add tofu or chicken and
cook, stirring to coat, 3 minutes. Add tomatoes, including juice, and cilantro
and bring to a simmer, then cover and simmer gently, stirring occasionally,
until chicken is cooked through, about 15 minutes.
Just before serving Pulse cashews in a food processor or electric coffee/spice
grinder until very finely ground, then add to curry along with coconut milk and
simmer gently, uncovered, stirring, until sauce is thickened, about 5 minutes.

Dilly Scapes
1-2# garlic scapes
2½ c white vinegar
¼ c pickling salt

2½ c water
1/8 t cayenne
2-3 large dill head

Place a dill head and ¼ t of cayenne at the bottom of
each pint jar. Next, pack the scapes into the jar. How
many jars you’ll need and how much brine you use
depends on how you pack the jars so you’ll need to be
flexible. I like to stack the rings and then place the straight parts and
buds down the center.
In a saucepan heat up the water, vinegar and salt until it reaches a simmer. Carefully pour the brine into sterile jars until it covers the scapes
and reaches the top of the jar. Cover and allow to cool and then place in
the fridge or place in a boiling water bath for 10 minutes

Peppermint Patties
1c coconut oil, soft but not melted
1 - 1½ c melted dark chocolate
2 tsp peppermint extract

makes ~48
1t vanilla extract
3T honey
½ tsp salt

Mix together all the ingredients except the chocolate
Place ~ ½ T of filling onto wax paper on a cookie sheet &
spread it out into a 2” circle with the back of a spoon.
Fill the whole sheet with these circle and place in the
freezer. While the filling freezes, melt the chocolate in a
double boiler and allow it to cool to room temperature.
Remove the tray of filling from the freezer and one at a time gently peel
them from the wax paper and dip them into the melted chocolate.
Place them back on the wax paper and place the tray in the freezer until
the chocolate firms and then store in the refrigerator until serving.

Homemade PlayDough
1 cups flour
2 T cream of tarter
1 cups water

½ cup salt
2 T oil

Pour all ingredients into a large pot and stir
constantly over medium heat until a ball
forms. Knead the play dough until the
texture matches conventional play dough
(1-2 minutes). Add food coloring if you
want colored play dough.
If you’re not into food coloring you can
add 2T of dry turmeric or paprika to the
dry ingredients or try some of the
following dying tips:
BEETS: put all the ingredients EXCEPT
the water in a bowl and set aside. Chop or
shred beets and boil in 1-1½c water. Allow
to simmer for 10-15 minutes uncovered.
Strain out the beets and measure the
amount of liquid you have. If it’s more
than 1-cup boil off some water as it will
make the coloring more vibrant. If it’s less,
add water. Finally whisk in the remaining
ingredients on low heat – since the water is
already hot it will thicken quickly.
SPIRULINA: When I added 2T of straight
spirulina I found that it clumped and was a
little unpleasant so I would proceed as
above with the beets and suggest straining
it out with a fine sieve.
HAVE FUN!

Working
Members

Now
Hiring

Clean Off Bulletin Board

On Call Substitute Receiver/Stocker
receive orders in storeroom, restock shelves,
organize backstock, must be able to lift 50 lbs,
attention to detail a MUST! Hours vary, working
member discount for a month after you work
Special Events
a dynamic and eclectic work environment. Contact
Commit to helping with the planning, set-up, running
and/or clean-up of at least two coop events: Harvest Marisa if you are interested.
Festival, Sampling Days, Annual Meeting, Member
Produce Assistant
Appreciation Day, Springfest, Coop Birthday Party
Every Sunday 9:30-5:30. Maintain fresh & full
and so on. Talk to Rachel if you are interested.
display, keep walk-in organized, good
Member Drive & Mailing List
communication skills and a positive attitude
Monthly member drive in the store, signing up new
knowledge of fruits and vegetables preferred
member and adding interested customers to the
must be able to lift 50lbs, attention to detail a
mailing list. Talk to Rachel if you are interested.
MUST! working member discount a dynamic and
Meals on Wheels Drivers
Meals on Wheels is desperately looking for delivery eclectic work environment Contact Frey if you are
drivers for every Friday 10am-noon. Pick up meals at interested
The bulletin boards outside the store and inside on
the stairwell need to be cleaned off and organized
weekly. This would take, at most, 1 hr each week.
Please contact Deb Hartt or Rachel Davey

Greensboro Nursing Home and bring to various
homes in the Hardwick area. Mileage reimbursement provided. Contact Lallie 473-4046. Volunteers
will also be eligible for working member hours!!

Project Preserve
In August/September we will need a crew to
process tomatoes at the Food Venture Center.
Contact Frey if you are interested.

Laundry
Do the produce and cafe laundry weekly. Several
months commitment is preferred. Please talk to
Frey or Miranda if you are interested

Produce Display Cleaner
Wednesday mornings 7-9am Several months
commitment is preferred. Please talk to Frey if you
are interested

Produce Kitchen Deep Cleaner
Once a month 7-9am Several months commitment is
preferred. Please talk to Frey if you are interested

Produce Sampler
Monday or Thursdays 3-4pm Several months
commitment is preferred. Please talk to Frey if you
are interested

Bulk Area Cleaning
Detail-oriented person needed for weekly vacuuming
and wipe-down of self-serve bulk and back stock
area. Several months commitment is preferred See
William if you are interested.

Grocery Deep Cleaning
Detail-oriented persons needed for cleaning grocery
shelves. Anytime between 7-9am. Several months
commitment is preferred. Talk to Annie if you are
interested.

We are working on our “History of the
Coop” page on our
our website and need
pictures.
Bring in all those pictures of the coop,
events, staff parties, and old locations.
Scan them and send them to us or let us
borrow them and we’ll scan them and give
them back right away.
Send pictures to
outreach@buffalomountaincoop.org
outreach@buffalomountaincoop.org

Board Update!
From the BMFC&C Board

In case you haven’t heard the news, the Board
welcomed four new members this spring. How exciting
to have alumni board members David Gaillard & Chris
Duff back, and the two first timers Tim Fishburne from
Pete’s Greens, and former BMC staffer Beth Cate join
the crew. The new lineup for officers is: President:
Maggie McGuire; Vice President: Sharon Fialco; Treasurer: Steve Gorelick; Secretary: Jason Miller. Barry
Baldwin is our Board/Collective liaison.
There are a couple of committees of the Board
at the moment. The Finance Committee (Barry, Sharon
and Steve) has been discussing and researching options
for establishing a Rainy Day Fund for the Co-op. This
would give the Co-op a buffer in case of emergencies or
for capital expenses. Also, the Board recently formed
a committee to review and revise the Bylaws (Maggie,
Chris, David and Beth), so expect to hear more about
that later in the year.
We had a very interesting Board Retreat, sadly
scheduled on a beautiful day in June. Thankfully we all
agreed to meet outside, so we didn’t completely miss
the sun. And, to add to the enjoyment, we dined on
some scrumptious ginger scones and fruit salad, provided by the Coop Café. Thanks, Gals! We had a wide variety of issues on the agenda, from a Policy Governance
review to finances. Because Policy Governance is still
new to the BMC Board, we’re still working out some of
the details, but it’s led to some great discussions. It
feels like we’re clarifying the Board’s roles vs. the role
of the Collective, which is exciting! This will help allow
the Board more time for fun stuff like Visioning. Please
feel free to speak to your Board members with feedback and ideas. What would you like to see happen at
the Co-op? Where do you see the Co-op 5 or 10 years

from now?
Don’t forget, we’re here to represent you! The
Board welcomes input from all members of the Co-op
and invites everyone to join us at our Board meetings
on the last Tuesday of each month. If you have an issue or item you would like to discuss at our meetings,
try to get it to the Board secretary prior to the meeting so it can be added to the meeting agenda (email
Jason at jaspmiller@gmail.com).
When you come to a Board meeting with something to discuss, please be organized and have as much
information for the Board as possible. Copies of handouts can facilitate the discussion. To accommodate
the flow and efficiency of the meetings, the Board
may choose to limit the amount of time for the item or
(if there is already a full agenda), the Board may ask
you to bring the item up at the next meeting.
Depending on the intent of the item or discussion you
bring to the Board, we may choose to
o vote on a proposal immediately
o table
the
discussion
pending
further
information-gathering and/or membership input
o set up a board committee to explore the issue
further; or
o direct the item back to the Collective.
Have a great summer! See you around. ☺

The Coop paid $12,000
in credit card fees last year!!!
Once upon a time it seemed so simple –debit cards were better than
credit cards right? Unfortunately the reality is that credit and debit
card fees vary based on your bank or credit card type
Rewards programs, like rebates, airline miles etc also increase the fees
that we pay (those rebates get paid for by someone).
The best scenario is to use cash or check whenever possible.

Dim and Dimmer:
Myths and Reality about Dimmers
By Steve Stahl
Myth: Using a dimmer switch does not actually save
energy.
Reality: Older dimmer switches were rheostats, which
were basically a variable resister that converted the
energy not going to the bulb into heat, and thus did
not save any electricity, so there is some truth to this
myth. All of the newer solid-state dimmers however
are totally different. The new dimmers take less than
¾ of a watt to run (negligible!) and reduce the amount
of time the lamp is turned on during each cycle (AC =
alternating current) through the use of something
called a Triac. Thus the light actually flickers, but at a
rate that is not detectable to the human eye (up to
120 times per second). The lower the setting, the less
time that the light is turned on per cycle
Myth: Dimmers can be used on most bulbs. Do not
use dimmers on CFL or LED lights that are not
identified as dimmable. It can damage both the bulb
and the dimmer switch.
Reality: Dimming lights reduces energy usage and can
make bulbs last up to 20 times longer.
Reality or Myth?: Just having a dimmer switch will
increase the life of you’re your bulb. This may be true
or maybe not. The lower it is dimmed, the longer the
bulb will last. This part is definitely true. There are
those that say simply using a dimmer switch will
increase bulb life by 50%. The reason is that a
dimmer does not send full power to the light
immediately. Over the span of a few milliseconds, the
dimmer ramps up the current until the light is at full
brightness. This contrasts to a regular light switch,
which sends the full current through instantly which
stresses the bulb. I cannot determine from my
research whether light bulb life is extended on bulbs
other than incandescent bulbs. Once source says it
will not increase the life of CFL's. I found no
information on LEDs.
Myth: The new LED light bulbs and floodlights are
prohibitively expensive and not worth buying yet.
Reality: This would be true if it were not for instant
rebates
that
Efficiency
Vermont
is
giving
(http://www.efficiencyvermont.com). Currently most
bulbs you would use can be purchased for between $8

and $14 per bulb (compared to over $30 to $40 per
bulb retail). It seems worth it to me given the longer
life, better light, lower wattage, and unlike CFLs
(efficient fluorescents), they are bright as soon as
you turn them on. There are some styles and types of
bulbs that do remain too expensive, however.
Myth: The new LED's are too white and feel too
stark compared to incandescent bulbs.
Reality: LEDs range in color. The warmest ones are
rated at a color of 2700.
I find them very
comparable to incandescent, though not exactly the
same. The 3000's are much whiter and too white for
my taste.
Myth: Dimmable CFLs work great.
Reality: Not in my experience. Even the ones listed as
dimmable only dim about half way if that. After that
they either go out or flicker on and off. Not only that,
but dimmers do not extend the life of fluorescent
bulbs. LED's do not dim as far as incandescent bulbs,
but do go much lower than CFLs in my experience.
Myth: Any dimmer that works with incandescent
bulbs will work with LED's.
Reality: Actually, typical dimmers have a minimum
wattage range of 20-45 watts, which is quick to attain
with one incandescent bulb. However, given that an
LED bulb might be 8, 10 or 12 watts, unless your
dimmer operates multiple bulbs at once, the dimmer
may not work properly. If you are spending a lot for
light bulbs, consider having the company selling the
bulbs recommend a dimmer to use with the products
you bought.
The preceding information was gathered through
research on the Internet. The writer of this piece
claims no personal expertise, just some personal
experience. ☺

Summer Cleansing: 5 Ways to Cleanse Your Body
By Thauna Abrin, N.D.

Summer is a perfect time to cleanse your physical
body. From a naturopathic perspective, “toxemia”, or
build up of toxins on a cellular level, is the root cause
of most ill health. Therefore, avoidance and removal
of dietary, lifestyle and environmental factors that
create a burden on the body is essential to maintaining good health.
The body eliminates toxins through 5 major organs
or “emunctories”: the liver, colon, lung, kidney and
skin. When all 5 emunctories are functioning optimally, the body is able to maintain wellness. When one
or more of the emunctories are blocked, toxins build
up and disease can result.
5 ways to cleanse your physical body daily:
1) Eat organic produce. Foods that are most
highly sprayed with pesticides include: apples,
apricots, bell peppers, celery, cherries,
cucumbers, green beans, peaches, and spinach.
2) Include foods in your diet, which support
the 5 emunctories. If you have a “weakness”
or cong-estion in one of the emunctories, focus
on foods from that group.
Colon – apples, figs, flaxseeds, psyllium seed
husks, root and leaf vegetables, oats, prunes
Kidney – asparagus, cranberry, celery, cilantro,
mango, parsley watermelon
Liver - artichoke, beets, beet greens,
dandelion root, green tea, Jerusalem
artichoke, lemons
Lung – blueberry, garlic, ginger, horseradish,
onion, raspberry
Skin/Lymph – cayenne, flax seeds, pumpkin
seeds, sunflower seeds, walnuts
3) Follow a whole foods diet and lifestyle, which
includes avoiding alcohol, cigarettes, coffee,
refined sugar and dairy (for most people.) A
whole foods diet is a diet rich in whole grains,
raw and steamed vegetables, fruit, legumes,
and healthy fats- olive oil, flax seed oil/flax
seeds, and vegetable oils (sunflower or
safflower).
4) Exercise/Movement daily for 20-30 minutes
including an exercise which induces sweating.
Sweating allows elimination through the skin,
the largest organ system in our body.
5) If you are constipated (less than 2-3 bowel

movement daily), increase fiber and water
intake, and avoid dairy and red meat.
**Note: A guideline for how much water to drink is:
Divide your weight in pounds by half and drink that
number of ounces of water daily. ie. 130 pound
person should drink 65 ounces water daily.

Here is a safe and effective drink, which stimulates
the liver to eliminate toxins:
LIVER FLUSH RECIPE
Mix juice of one lemon, pinch of cayenne powder, 1
tsp honey, 1 small clove garlic (optional – supports
lungs) and warm in saucepan.
Drink mixed with 2 oz water. Drink this several
times a week for liver clean-sing. Omit the cayenne if
you have a gastric ulcer or reflux/GERD.

Thauna Abrin, N.D. is a Naturopathic Physician in
private practice in East Hardwick. She can be reached
at 802-472-9355. For more info on detoxification,
join her on July 11 at 5pm at the Hardwick Memorial
Hall for a summer cleansing class.

Originally cultivated by the Aztecs and
Incas as early as 700 a.d., the tomato is
native to the Americas. Europeans were first
made aware of the tomato when explorers
brought back seed from Mexico and central
America in the 16th century. Tomatoes quickly
became popular in the Mediterranean
countries but received resistance as they
spread north. The British in particular
considered the fruit to be beautiful but
poisonous. This fear was shared in the
American colonies and it was years before
the tomato gained widespread acceptance.
By the middle of the 19th century, tomatoes
were in use across America . today the
tomato in generally considered to be the
favorite vegetable of the American public.
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William Bridwell
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Annie Gaillard
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Regina Troiano
Deb Wilson
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Beth Cate
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Tim Fishburn
David Gaillard
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Jason Miller
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Ellen Bresler
Samantha Brown
Axl Errington
Alison Foster
Desire Foster
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Myrna O’Neil
Jon Pepe
Emily Purdy
Emily Sacco
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participant in the meetings. “What was exciting about our visit to the White House
was being able to communicate that our
story is just one of thousands across the
country.”
The NFCA includes 30 food co-ops and
start-up initiatives across Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Hampshire and
39 South Main Street
Rhode Island, including Buffalo Mountain
P.O. Box 336
Food Coop. Ranging in size from large,
Hardwick, Vermont 05843
multi-store front retailers to small com802-472-6020
munity grocery stores, the Neighboring
802-472-5946
Food Co-ops include over 90,000 individual
info@buffalomountaincoop.org
www.buffalomountaincoop.org
members, have shared revenues of more
than $200 million and employ over 1,400
Store Hours
people. Taken together, NFCA member
Monday – Friday
9am-7pm
food co-ops in Vermont would be among the
Saturday
9am-6pm
Sunday
10am-5pm
top 25 employers. According to an independent study, NFCA member co-ops purchCafé Hours
ased $33 million in local products in 2007.
Monday - Friday
8am – 3pm (self-serve 3-close)
Nationwide, there are an estimated
Saturday
9am – 1pm (self-serve 1-close)
29,000 co-operative businesses spanning
Sunday
self serve all day
most industries, including agriculture, energy, financial services, food distribution,
Buffalo Mountain Coop Accepts
healthcare, housing, retail and telecomCash
munications. Co-ops in the U.S. generate 2
Checks
million jobs annually and account for more
Mastercard/Visa
EBT
than $3 trillion in assets, over $500 billion
Co-op Gift Cards
in total revenue and $25 billion in wages
and benefits.
“Our co-ops have an important message
to share at a time when people are looking
for alternatives,” said Crowell. “We have a
business model that puts people before
profit, that builds local economies, and
reinforces community ownership and
BUFFALO MOUNTAIN FOOD COOPERATIVE
MISSION STATEMENT
wealth. And, most important, it is a model
The purpose of the Buffalo Mountain Food
that works.” ☺
Cooperative is to develop within its area of
influence a community-owned and operated,
health-oriented, thriving enterprise;
• To continually educate the community as a
whole in regard to food politics, health issues,
and our social-cultural activities;
• To demonstrate alternative approaches to
structuring our work environment so that it is
more decent and compassionate;
• To offer healthy, pro-active choices and
• To open our doors to, and develop all aspects
of our community.
We provide food for all people, not for profit.

